DIRECTIONS FOR USE OF DIAL TYPEWRITER:

Unpack with care and remove cardboard (1) indicated by arrow in Fig. No. 1 by pressing down "Space" Key (2). This Key acts as a spacer and carriage release. When "Space Key" is pressed down once, it acts as a spacer between words. When held down it releases carriage, allowing it to be moved back and forth.

Insert paper in back of carriage underneath rubber rolls which are visible from back of machine, using the knobs for rolling in the paper. Make sure that paper is held down as in sketch by means of wire "Holding Bar (3)." A full size sheet may be used.

Turn Dial until letter appears inside of slot extending over top of Dial as "5" in sketch. Press Bar "4" and letter showing on top of Dial will print.

If too much ink accumulates on roller containing the type, this may be cleaned with a damp cloth and excess ink removed.

When machine is shipped, the Felt Inking Roller "D" in Fig. 2 is heavily saturated with ink. Use practice sheets first to absorb this excess ink until the typing is satisfactory.

Do not change Felt Roller "D" unless worn out. Then a new one may be inserted as follows:

Hold Loop "A" in Fig. 2 and lift leg "C", pulling forward until wire clip is in position as shown in "E," Fig. 2. Slip off old felt roll, replace with new roll and push back into original position.

Three additional felt rolls are included in envelope. These rolls will last a long time. Additional rolls may be purchased from dealer.

This machine will be found of great value in the home, for printing labels and typing directions for tradesmen and a thousand other uses.

THE MANUFACTURER.